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Introduction 
• ARSF overview  
• Sorting  and summarising ARSF metadata held in legacy formats  
• MOLES review 
• Preparation of metadata for FAtCat 
• Unix scripts - 
• Retrieve old data from Atlas 
• Write scripts to transfer to ingest directory 
• Generate header files, format data, preview images and information files ready for archive 
• Use deposit script to transfer to archive 





NERC ARSF Dornier aircraft 
http://arsf.nerc.ac.uk/images/g-envr.jpg 
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ARSF Metadata 
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Metadata Objects for Linking 
Environmental Sciences 





•Approximately 1400 valid activities and deployments 
•Also edited entire set of NEODC data entities in-line with the BADC metadata 





Data Production Tool 
Activity e.g. Flight 86/01: Brooms Barn 
area 
e.g. ARSF 
e.g. Data from x on y During Flight 
86/01 over the Brooms Barn Area 




Further MOLES info: http://team.ceda.ac.uk/trac/ceda/wiki/DatasetList 
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Metadata Quality Report 
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Deployment Example 
http://badc.nerc.ac.uk/view/neodc.nerc.ac.uk__ATOM__dep_11913659174823782 
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How Can This Help? 
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Format of Data 
•Computer compatible tapes held in Atlas tape store 
 
•Unprocessed, no metadata,  – raw 
 
•A case of informed guesswork and ‘data archaeology’ 
 
 CCT 1986 format 
1982 format 
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Image Generation 
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Image Generation 
Pre-1984 problem: 
Can only be displayed in 1 band, 
but still accurate 
Data format very unclear 
– displays distorted 
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Script Development 
Separate the two paths  
If project exists in archive, create new directory in ingest directory with the code 
taken from the txt file and new ‘ATM’ directory 
Then go through each ‘sub’ tape in the tape directory 
Make /L10 and /raw directories in /ATM 
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Script Development 
Create header file in /L10 directory 
Copy original tapes into /raw directory 
Create .bil files from raw tapes and 
copy these into /L10  
Generate preview image 
in /L10 
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Script Development 
Create .tar.gz tape archive in the /raw directory 
Create a readme file in each /L10 directory 
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New Archive... 
/neodc/arsf/1986/86_01/ATM/... 
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Into FAtCat 
 




• Spatial coverage not actually specific to each tape 
• Supplementary spatial coverage from elsewhere not in 
master spreadsheet 
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What’s Left 
•Create deployments for newly created activities 
•1982 and 1983 image generation and data 
ingestion 
•Scan all operations reports into CEDA repository, 
then link each deployment to the relevant report 
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Questions? 
